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Project Goals: We are building a fully recoded, 3.97 Mb Escherichia coli genome, in which seven
codons are replaced with synonymous alternatives in all protein coding genes. For this aim, the
recoded genome was de-novo synthesized and assembled in vivo into 87 segments. In the final steps
of genome construction, we combine all segments to a single fully recoded genome.
We present progress towards a fully recoded, 57-codon Escherichia coli genome, in which seven codons
are replaced with synonymous alternatives in all protein coding genes. Synthetic recoded DNA was
assembled into 50 kb episomal segments, which were individually tested and combined in vivo into larger
recoded “clusters” via Cas9-assisted recombineering. Each segment replaces its corresponding wild-type
sequence. This integration efficiency for 50 kb segments was enhanced from 30% to 80% by increasing
homology size and optimization of gRNA sequences. Cycle time was further decreased by streamlining of
screening and sequence analysis. Currently, we are simultaneously constructing eight recoded clusters,
aiming for 500 kb of recoded DNA in each. Thus far, no significant decrease in growth rate has been
observed in intermediate strains carrying up to 200 kb of genomically recoded DNA (~200 recoded
genes). In parallel, we are actively pursuing de-risking of the final assembly protocol by conjugative
assembly (CAGE) of recoded clusters. As we approach the final assembly steps of a virus-resistant E.coli
genome, intermediate clusters are also used to test expression of genes which depend on non-standard
amino acids, to enable strict biocontainment of the final strain. Our work expands the toolkit available for
large scale engineering in living cells and opens new avenues for rewriting genomes.
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